
 

  
     

      
       

       
       

      
      

           

     

         
 

              
 

                      
           

 
                   
                     

                  
                       

       
 
                    

                      
 

 
                      

              
 

Shoemaker, Brianna@DWR 

From: Leland Frayseth <leland.frayseth@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, December 12, 2021 6:07 PM 
To: Arthur, Samantha@CWC; Makler, Alexandre(Alex)@CWC; Curtin, Daniel@CWC; 

Alvarado, Teresa@CWC; Swanson, Matthew@CWC; Gallagher, Kimberly@CWC; Steiner, 
Fern@CWC; Solorio, Jose@CWC; California Water Commission; Shoemaker, 
Brianna@DWR; Young, Amy@DWR; Cambra, Paul@CWC; Yun, Joseph@DWR; 
Klopfenstein, Rachael@DeltaCouncil; Erreca, Erik@DeltaCouncil; John Cunningham; 
spalmer@zone7water.com; john@goldenstatesalmon.org; Bob Wright; Obegi, Doug; 
Daniel Bacher; Scott Anderson; Rachel Murphy; Kennedy, Kellye J; Jennifer Allen; EIR-EIS-
Comments@sitesproject.org 

Subject: Sites Project is ineligible and unfeasible 

Subject: Sites Project is ineligible and unfeasible 

Dear Commissioners, Staff, the Public and readers of Sites Environmental Impact Report (EIR) comments, 

This is my 44th letter to the California Water Commission (CWC). Please add this comment to the 15 Dec 2021 CWC 
meeting agenda item 10 Sites Project Continuing Eligibility and Feasibility Determination. 

The West currently has millions of acre feet in unused water surface storage capacity in the Colorado, Sacramento and 
San Joaquin river basins. Building more off stream reservoirs like Sites is a waste of money and the diesel powered 
construction and earth moving equipment will just add more carbon to the atmosphere worsening climate change. Sites 
off stream reservoir is a dumb idea. Los Vaqueros off stream reservoir is a dumb idea. These failed projects degrade my 
water quality and kill salmon and steelhead. 

I know Jerry Brown Sites Executive Director. He used to be the General Manager for Contra Costa Water District (CCWD) 
that provides nasty, expensive tap water to my home. I have been on the receiving end of Jerry Brown's lies and 
obfuscation. 

In preparation for this comment I was not surprised to read in the Sites board agenda which he dictates that he listed 
negotiations with Fish and Wildlife followed by his performance evaluation in a Closed Session. 
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The next month Jerry Brown's consulting contract was increased to $37,275/month, annualized that is 2.6 times what 
Governor Newsom makes. He is not worth minimum wage in my opinion. 
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How are the fish fairing in the Fish and Wildlife negotiations on Sites construction, operation terms, conditions and 
agreements? I have experienced Jerry Brown's obfuscation so I wasn't going to waste my time sending Sites project 
authority a public records request so I sent a request to Fish and Wildlife. 
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After some back and forth Fish and Wildlife wrote me they are searching for records and will try to respond within 90 
days of my original request. 
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In scheduling this Sites continuing eligibility determination on the CWC agenda and Sites EIR comments for 15 Dec 2021 
you are left with no alternative but to determine Sites ineligible for continued Prop 1 funding and recirculate the Sites 
EIR when we all have read "Sites Project construction and operation terms, conditions and agreements with the State of 
California, Department of Fish & Wildlife". 

Thank you for reading my comments. I will continue to track and provide comments on this important matter. 

Leland Frayseth 
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